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Unit 6: Dangers of the sea
Dangers of the sea

A career at sea was a dangerous job. Sailors ran the risk of injury, disability or death. Dangers included:

- **Scurvy**: Scurvy is a painful and gruesome illness caused by a lack of Vitamin C. Many sailors contracted scurvy due to a lack of fresh fruit and vegetables which contain Vitamin C. Scurvy caused skin to blacken, teeth to fall out, gums to swell and could even result in death. The Royal Navy issued lemon juice rations to try to prevent outbreaks of scurvy.

- **Dangerous working conditions**: Many sailors had to do back-breaking work on-board the ships. Those working on the rigging or stationed in the crow’s nest were most at risk of falling overboard or falling on the deck below causing severe injury or even death.

- **Battle**: During time of war men of all rank were in great danger of getting injured or being killed by sword, gun fire or cannon blast. If a sailor’s ship was badly damaged then they may even sink with the ship to the depths of the sea.

- **Stormy weather**: One of the greatest dangers for seamen was the sea itself. Stormy weather would create large powerful waves and bad visibility resulting in many shipwrecks.

Battle of Trafalgar

This picture of the Battle of Trafalgar was painted by the famous British artist Joseph Turner. In the painting you can see Nelson’s ship Victory stacked with rows of cannons. The air is filled with smoke from cannon and gun fire.

Whilst Britain defeated the French and Spanish in the Battle of Trafalgar led by Admiral Lord Nelson, this painting shows that it was not easily won. Instead it highlights the struggle, suffering and sacrifice the British Navy made during the battle.

Imagine you were one of the figures in the painting. Describe your experience. What would you see and hear? How would you be feeling?
Activity: Write a short story about your experience as a sailor on board Victory during the battle of Trafalgar. Illustrate your story by drawing your own picture of the battle.

Song 7 - High Barbaree

This is an old sea shanty set on the coast of High Barbaree, the riff coast of North Africa. Sea shanties were work songs usually sung in the merchant navy, and they were rhythmic so they could accompany specific activities on a ship. This works well as both a narrative song for listening and comprehension, and also as a fun song to sing.
1. There were two lofty ships from old England came,
   Blow high, blow low, and so sailed we;
   One was the Prince of Luther, and the other Prince of Wales,
   Sailing down along the coast of the High Barbaree.

2. “Aloft there, aloft!” our jolly boatswain cries,
   Blow high, blow low, and so sailed we;
   “Look ahead, look astern, look a-weather and a-lee,
   Sailing down the coast of the High Barbaree.”

3. There’s nought upon the stern, there’s nought upon the lee,
   Blow high, blow low, and so sailed we;
   But there’s a lofty ship to windward, and she’s sailing fast and free,
   Sailing down along the coast of the High Barbaree.

4. “Oh, hail her, Oh, hail her,” our gallant captain cried,
   Blow high, blow low, and so sailed we;
   “Are you a man-o’-war or a privateer,” said he,
   “Sailing down the coast of the High Barbaree.”

5. “Oh, I am not a man-o’-war nor privateer,” said he,
   Blow high, blow low, and so sailed we;
   “But I’m a salt-sea pirate a-looking for my fee,
   Sailing down the coast of the High Barbaree.”

6. Oh, ’twas broadside to broadside a long time we lay,
   Blow high, blow low, and so sailed we;
   Until the Prince of Luther shot the pirate’s masts away,
   Sailing down along the coast of the High Barbaree.

7. “Oh, quarter, Oh, quarter,” those pirates then did cry,
   Blow high, blow low, and so sailed we;
   But the quarter that we gave them – we sunk them in the sea,
   Sailing down along the coast of the High Barbaree.
Glossary

- **Bosun/Boatswain**: seaman who superintends sails, rigging, cordage, anchors and cables, and who also pipes the hands to their duties
- **Stern**: back part of a ship
- **Lee**: the side opposite to that from which the wind is blowing, i.e. opposite to the weather side.
- **Man of war**: was a British Royal Navy expression for a powerful warship or frigate from the 16th to the 19th century
- **Privateer**: a privately owned vessel commissioned into war by a government
- **Broadside**: the side of a ship, often with all the cannon on.

Comprehension Questions

Listen to the song.

1) **What happens in the song?**
2) This song is a traditional song that sailors would have sung at sea – does anyone know the name for that type of song? (sea shanty)
3) Sea shanties are always very rhythmic, you could easily tap your foot along to the beat! This is because they were sung by a group of sailors whilst doing a job such as hoisting a sail, or hauling the anchor. **Why do you think it would be good to sing a rhythmic song whilst doing these jobs?**

Activity: Singing the song

- Don't forget your warm ups! See p6
- **TASK** – Learn the refrain lines of the song: ‘Blow high, blow low, and so sailed we’ and ‘sailing down along the coast of High Barbaree’ and sing along with the track
- **EXTENSION** – Divide into groups and learn the verse lines
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